Abstract Despite the insight gained from 2D particle models, and given that the dynamics of crustal faults occur in 3D space, the question remains, how do the 3D fault gouge dynamics differ from those in 2D? Traditionally, 2D modeling has been preferred over 3D simulations because of the computational cost of solving 3D problems. However, modern high performance computing architectures, combined with a parallel implementation of the Lattice Solid Model (LSM), provide the opportunity to explore 3D fault micromechanics and to progress understanding of effective constitutive relations of fault gouge layers. In this paper, macroscopic friction values from 2D and 3D LSM simulations, performed on an SGI Altix 3700 super-cluster, are compared. Two rectangular elastic blocks of bonded particles, with a rough fault plane and separated by a region of randomly sized non-bonded gouge particles, are sheared in opposite directions by normally-loaded driving plates. The results demonstrate that the gouge particles in the 3D models undergo significant out-of-plane motion during shear. The 3D models also exhibit a higher mean macroscopic friction than the 2D models for varying values of interparticle friction. 2D LSM gouge models have previously been shown to exhibit accelerating energy release in simulated earthquake cycles, supporting the Critical Point hypothesis. The 3D models are shown to also display accelerating energy release and good fits of power law time-to-failure functions to the cumulative energy release are obtained.
Introduction
Many naturally occurring faults and shear zones contain regions of granular material. The presence of gouge particles plays a fundamental role in influencing the macroscopic behavior of these systems. In order to gain a greater understanding of earthquake nucleation processes in fault gouge zones, it is important to characterize the relationships between the microscopic and macroscopic mechanics. Computational simulation has played an important role in the analysis of complex granular materials, allowing researchers to vary micro-mechanical parameters and observe the resulting influence on the macro-mechanics of the computational model.
In particular, Distinct Element Methods (DEMs) [5, 13, 15] have successfully been employed to simulate the dynamics of fault shear regions [7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 22] . To date, the majority of results have been produced from 2D simulations, despite the fact that real fault zones are 3D entities. With the continual performance improvement of computing hardware, comes the opportunity to study computationally demanding 3D models of complex granular systems. Of specific interest is the influence of the out-of-plane particle dynamics on the macroscopic behavior of 3D systems.
The Lattice Solid Model (LSM) [13, 21] is a variant of the DEM which has been used to model the dynamics of fault gouge processes. LSM simulations of 2D faults have yielded results which provide an explanation of gouge weakness and the heat flow paradox [14, 15] (HFP). Simulations with other 2D DEMs, using round particles, also demonstrate low coefficients of friction due to rolling [18, 20] . Typical 2D fault gouge models, using the LSM, have involved tens of thousands of particles. For comparable 3D problems, particle numbers can readily increase into the millions. These large 3D problems have remained intractable for serial implementations of the LSM. Parallel computing architectures, such as the SGI Altix 3700 super-cluster, provide the opportunity to solve much larger computational problems than traditional single processor systems. In order to take advantage of high performance systems, a Message Passing Interface version of the LSM has been implemented [1] . Recent benchmarks demonstrated an 80% parallel efficiency for the parallel LSM on 128 processors of the SGI Altix 3700 [10] . These results, for large 2D wave propagation problems, indicate the potential for the LSM to simulate more computationally challenging 3D fault gouge dynamics. This paper describes results from simulations of 2D and 3D gouge regions using the parallel implementation of the LSM. Section 2 gives an overview of the LSM and the contact laws imposed on interacting particles, which is followed by a description of the fault gouge models in Section 3. A comparison of the macroscopic friction (also termed the effective or fault friction) for a 2D model and varying thicknesses of 3D model are presented in Section 4.
Power-law time-to-failure fits for the cumulative energy release and an evolution in size-frequency statistics in the lead up to large earthquake events are evidence that the crust behaves as a Critical Point (CP) system [4, 9, 23] . If this is the case, then intermediate earthquake prediction is possible. However, the circumstances under which fault systems behave as CP systems is still an open question. 2D LSM fault gouge simulations have previously been shown to exhibit accelerating energy release and stress correlation function evolution in simulated earthquake cycles [16, 17] . In Section 5 it is shown that 3D models also exhibit accelerating energy release and good fits of the power law time-to-failure functions are obtained.
Lattice Solid Model
The LSM [13, 21] is a particle based model similar to the DEM [5] . The model consists of spherical particles which are characterized by their radius, mass, position and velocity. The particles interact with their nearest neighbours by imparting elastic and frictional forces. Section 2.1 describes the particle interactions employed in the 2D and 3D models introduced in Section 3. Section 2.2 briefly describes the parallel design of the LSM implementation.
Interactions
In the gouge simulations, particles were restricted to interact in one of two ways. A pair of particles could be involved in either a bonded interaction or in a frictional interaction with one another. A volume of bonded particles simulates a linear elastic solid within the model. The force F b i,j which particle i exerts on a bonded neighbouring particle j is given by
where k b is the spring constant, R i is the radius of particle i and d i,j = r i −r j with r i being the centre position of the particle i. From this equation, it can be seen that the bonded force is repulsive if |d i,j | < (R i + R j ) and attractive
A pair of particles i and j which are not bonded and which come into contact (d i,j < R i + R j ) undergo a frictional interaction. In this case, the force F f i,j which particle i exerts on particle j can be expressed in the form i,j is the dynamic or slipping frictional force which i imparts on j. The expression for repulsive elastic force is identical in form to (1):
with k r being the spring constant. When particles i and j are in static contact the shear force is given by
where k s is the shear spring constant, d s i,j is a circumferal shear displacement and e T i,j a unit vector formed by projecting the the relative particle velocity onto a plane with normal d i,j . This tangent unit vector can be expressed as
where
and u i,j = v i − v j is the velocity of particle j relative to particle i, with v i the velocity of particle i. The dynamic friction force has the simple Coulomb form F
where µ P is the intrinsic or inter-particle friction coefficient. The transition from static friction to dynamic friction occurs if
where ∆t is a timestep size. The transition from dynamic to static friction occurs if F
All forces are applied at the particle centre, consequently, per-particle rotational dynamics are not modeled. With this constraint, particles slide past one another, as opposed to rolling over one another. An artificial viscosity is also present in the model to prevent the buildup of kinetic energy in the closed system. The amount of viscous damping has been chosen such that the rupture dynamics are not significantly influenced [13] .
Parallel Implementation
The parallel implementation of the LSM follows a modified master-worker process model with MPI (Message Passing Interface [12] ) used as the interprocess communication layer. A master process provides a high level of control and external communication I/O facilities. The worker or slave processes perform the particle interaction computations. In contrast to a pure master-slave approach, direct communication between worker processes is used instead of communication involving the master process whenever possible. This design minimizes the computation performed by the master process and also greatly reduces the amount of communication between master and worker processes.
Computation is shared among processes by assigning a subset of particles to each worker. This distribution of particles is based on a regular-grid partitioning of the geometrical domain. In addition to the particles located in a particular subregion, the data set assigned to each worker-processor also contains all particles interacting with any particle in the subregion. Due to the short spatial range of the interactions, the number of duplicated boundary particles is small in comparison to the total number of particles. The duplication of particles creates a small computational overhead, as the forces computed for an interaction involving a duplicated particle are computed in each relavent worker process. This small amount of duplicated computation is justified because it reduces the cost of communication. More detailed descriptions of the parallel implementation can be found in [1, 10] .
This parallelisation strategy has proven effective for a range of problems. In particular, benchmark 2D wave propagation models involving millions of particles [1, 10] have been used to show good scaling behaviour on SMP machines such as the SGI Origin3800, Compaq Alphaserver SC40 and the SGI Altix3700. Large 3D fault gouge models, similar to the models described in Section 3, involving hundreds of thousands of particles have also demonstrated good scaling on the SGI Altix3700.
Fault Gouge Model
In the simulations, a fault gouge is represented as two rectangular elastic blocks of bonded particles, with a rough fault zone separated by a region of randomly sized non-bonded gouge particles. The elastic blocks are sheared in opposite directions by normally-loaded driving plates. Figure 1 illustrates the particle model setup. The block particles are uniformly sized with radius R 0 = 500µm and bonded in a regular 3D lattice. The roughness particles provide surface-roughness and range in radial size from 0.4R 0 to R 0 in the 3D models and from 0.165R 0 to R 0 in the 2D models. Each roughness particle is bonded to neighbouring block and roughness particles. The interaction forces on bonded particles are computed using equation (1) .
The gouge particles are non-bonded, and impart forces on neighbouring gouge and roughness particles via the friction interaction described in equations (2) . The gouge particles have the same radial size range as the roughness particles. The boundary particles at the top and bottom of the elastic blocks, are elastically bonded to walls (not shown in Figure 1 ) which are parallel to the x-z plane and apply compressive forces in the y direction. These walls are also sheared in opposite x directions at constant velocity, as indicated by the arrows in the leftmost illustration of Figure 1 . A circular boundary condition occurs on y-z planes at the left (x=0) and right (x = 34R 0 ) extents of the particle domain (a particle exiting the right hand side of the model reappears at the left side and vice-versa). In the 3D models, fixed frictionless elastic confining walls in the x-y planes prevent particles from being "squeezed" in the z direction out of the gouge region.
Simulation results from a single 2D model geometry and multiple 3D model geometries are presented in the following section. The 2D and 3D models have the same x dimension and similar y dimension, with the difference in y dimension due to the different circle and sphere regular-lattice packings used in 2D and 3D, respectively. Table 1 gives the particle counts in each of the models, both total number of particles and number of particles in the gouge region, along with number of processors and approximate run-times for the macroscopic friction simulations. The 3D models have identical x and y dimensions and differing z dimension sizes. The 2D model is referred to as the Z0 model and the 3D models are referred to as the Z2, Z4, Z8, etc models (2 regular z-layer packings, 4 regular z-layer packings, 8 regular z-layer packings, etc). The same constant pressure is applied to all models by the uppermost wall (which moves in the y dimension to maintain constant pressure) and the bottom wall remains fixed in the y dimension. Table 2 summarises the parameters and properties of the gouge models.
2D: Z0 3D: Z2-Z32
Model size
Gouge particle radius 
Macroscopic Friction
The shear stress on the driving walls divided by the normal stress on these walls is termed the instantaneous macroscopic friction and denoted µ I . In the macroscopic friction simulations, each of the driving walls was sheared at a speed of 0.001R 0 /s ≈ 0.001V P (where V P is the P-wave velocity). Figure 2 shows snapshots of the gouge layer in the Z0 and Z8 models at 0%, 200% and 400% shear strain. Some localisation can be seen in the Z0 model near the top of the gouge region at 200% shear strain. By 400% shear strain the linear bands indicate that the strain is evenly distributed throughout the layer. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) plot the macroscopic friction and dilatency statistics, respectively, of the 2D and 3D models for three different values of the intrinsic friction coefficient: µ P = 0.2, µ P = 0.4 and µ P = 0.6. Here, the dilatency h is simply measured as the y component of the top wall position (the bottom wall remains in fixed position). When calculating the statistics, the initial "load-up" period (10% strain) is ignored. Tables 3(a) and 3(b) contain the data plotted in Figure 3 . In the 2D and 3D models the mean, mininum, maximum and standard deviation macroscopic friction values all increased with increased intrinsic friction. The mean macroscopic friction values for the µ P = 0.4 and µ P = 0.6 cases, are unrealistically high. These large values are due to the absence of rotational dynamics in the model. Similar large macroscopic friction values were produced by [18, 20] in non-rotational 2D numerical simulations. Laboratory experiments with glass rods measure a 2D macroscopic friction value of E[µ I ] ≈ 0.3 and experiments with glass beads measure a 3D macroscopic friction value of E[µ I ] ≈ 0.45 [6, 11] . Numerical investigations with round rotational particles in 2D [8, 18, 20] and 3D [8] produced results which agree closely with the glass rod/bead experimental (a) (b) Fig. 3 (a (a) Macroscopic friction statistics.
µ P = 0.2 values. Laboratory experiments with angular sand [6, 11] give a higher 3D macroscopic friction value of E[µ I ] ≈ 0.6. 2D numerical simulations [15, 16, 22] , which account for rotational dynamics through the use of aggregate angular particles, also give macroscopic friction values of E[µ I ] ≈ 0.6. In particular, the numerical results from [15, 16, 22] 
The first notable difference between the 2D and 3D cases are the mean values of the macroscopic friction -the 3D values are greater for each value of intrinsic friction than the respective macroscopic friction values in the 2D simulations. This has been observed in similar numerical experiments [8] and concurs with laboratory rod and bead experiments where the macroscopic friction was measured to have higher mean values in 3D than 2D [6, 11] . The minimum macroscopic friction value also differs significantly between the 2D and 3D models where the 3D models show a smaller range of instantaneous macroscopic friction variation. While the minimum macroscopic friction value is greater in all the 3D models than the 2D model, the maximum macroscopic friction values for the larger 3D models are comparable to the 2D models.
The standard deviation values, in Table 3 (a), of the Z2 and Z4 models are comparable with (and in some cases exceed) those of the 2D model. It is expected that the variance in the macroscopic friction decreases as the number of particles in the model increases and certainly this is the case for the Z8-Z32 models. In the thin z-dimension Z2 and Z4 cases, the particles are hampered in the z direction of motion due to the close proximity of the frictionless confining walls. Hence, particle reorganisation in this dimension is restricted, promoting gouge dilation and subsequent larger oscillations in the instantaneous friction. This is supported by the larger dilation maximum values for the Z2 and Z4 models in Table 3 (b).
The effect of the frictionless confining walls in the thin 3D models becomes apparent when the gouge-particle trajectories are examined. Figure 4 plots gouge-particle displacement histograms for the Z0, Z2, Z4 and Z32 models in each of the x, y and z spatial dimensions. The 2D model gouge deformation is, obviously, accommodated in the x and y dimensions only, and subsequently the Z0 model has the highest proportion of particles which move furthest in these directions. In the 3D models, as the model size increases, there is a reduction in the amount of displacement of gouge particles in the x and y directions, and an increase in the displacement in the z direction. It is interesting to observe the dramatic difference between the Z0 and Z32 trajectory histograms in the x (shear) direction. Despite relatively modest (but significant) motion in the z direction, where >90% of Z32 gouge particles travel between 2R 0 and 6R 0 in the z direction, there is a significant change in the trajectory distance in the shear direction. In the Z0 model, >99% of particles travel between 20R 0 and 40R 0 , while in the Z32 model only 50% of gouge particles travel between 20R 0 and 40R 0 with the remaining 50% travelling between 10R 0 and 20R 0 in the x direction.
While the 2D vs 3D values of Table 3 (a) agree qualitatively with experiment, laboratory mean macroscopic friction values for 3D glass bead experiments (0.45) exceed the 2D glass rod mean friction values (0.3) by more than 30% [6, 11] . The 3D mean values in Table 3 (a) exceed the corresponding 2D values by at most 22%. Again, this is likely to be an artifact of the absence Fig. 4 Gouge particle displacement histograms in the x (top), y (middle) and z (bottom) directions in the µP = 0.2 models.
of rotational dynamics within the models. Further numerical investigations, which incorporate rotational effects, need to be conducted in order to resolve the current quantitative differences between laboratory experiment and the numerical simulation results.
Accelerating Energy Release
An increasing number of field observations suggest an evolutionary behavior of earthquakes. These observations support the Critical Point (CP) hypothesis, which suggests that the largest earthquakes can only occur after the system has reached a critical state (when stress correlations exist in the system at all length scales). A power law time-to-failure function has found to fit well with the observed Benioff strain release in the lead-up to some large events [3, 9] . Therefore, it is of interest to determine whether this same power law time-to-failure function fits cycles in simulated earthquakes. 2D LSM gouge models have previously shown accelerating energy release and stress correlation function evolution [16, 17] .
The 3D models were also seen to exhibit the accelerating energy release behaviour. Figure 5 shows two earthquake cycles, one from a Z4 model and one from a Z8 model. In these models, the inter-particle friction was set as µ P = 0.6 and the shear velocity of the driving plates was slowed by a factor of 10 to 0.0001V P . Each small circle in Figure 5 represents the occurrence of simulated earthquake. As well as the cumulative energy release for the cycle, this figure plots an associated fit of the power law function
where A, B, c and t f are the fit parameters with t f representing the failure time. The RMS error of the power law time-to-failure fit divided by the RMS error of a linear fit provides a quality-measure for the time-to-failure fits [2] . The lower the quality-measure value, the more superior the power-law fit when compared with the linear fit. The earthquake cycles of Figure 5 , show good fits of the power law function, with quality-measure values of 0.536 for the Z4 cycle and 0.478 for the Z8 cycle.
These initial 3D results provide further support for the CP hypothesis. Accelerating energy release is not present before all large earthquake events (simulated or real). It seems possible, however, that the analysis of 3D numerical models will provide insight as to the conditions under which a fault (or fault network) behaves as a CP system. 
Conclusions
Using a parallel/MPI implementation of the LSM, simulations of a simplified fault gouge produced higher mean macroscopic friction values in 3D models than in 2D models. These simulations support the hypothesis that friction is greater in 3D than in 2D due to the extra dimension of particle interaction. For the thin 3D models, an end wall effect was observed which restricted gouge particle motion in the z-dimension and resulted in higher maximum macroscopic friction response than the thickest 3D models. Particle trajectories, in the 3D models, were shown to have a significant z displacement (Figure 4) , and this dramatically reduced particle displacement in the direction of shear. These results demonstrate the important influence of the third dimension on both the microscopic and macroscopic dynamics of shear zones.
The 3D gouge simulations have also produced instances of accelerating energy release in the lead-up to the larger simulated earthquake events. This provides further support for the CP hypothesis.
The unrealisticly high values observed for the mean macroscopic friction in both the 2D and 3D models is due to the lack of rotational dynamics in the model. Future simulation studies will incorporate rotational dynamics both directly (by assigning angular properties to individual particles) and indirectly (through the use of bonded aggregates of particles in the gouge region). By generating 3D models with bonded-aggregate grains, the effects of grain angularity and grain disintegration on the macroscopic behaviour of the 3D system can be studied and their importance to earthquake processes evaluated.
